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MUSTARD
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expert tips

for restaurant success

we
talked

we
listened

we
voted

what the experts said...

Bobby Hashemi PIZZA UNION
Jade Swaby KFC
Mike Faers FIS
Monique Borst CONSULTANT
JON BLAkeney I-AMggton
brand experiences

1.

Digital democratises
and it’s redefining our world
We live in an exciting time where new players
in the market can launch concepts through
social media, building up huge followings
before the doors have even opened. The flip
side is that technology leaves all operators
open to direct and unfiltered feedback - it’s
the reign of Tripadvisor. But this should be
taken as an opportunity, a chance to reverse
negative experiences and create real brand
advocates. Whether you’re big or small,
scale is no defence against disruptive digital
innovations; we all need to work harder.
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“Use Twitter and
Tripadvisor to
manage negative
customer
experiences”
“Scale is no
defence against
disruptive
innovation”

2.

People, Product or Place
is an old argument
With the right hype, a restaurant can open
in the most unusual location and succeed.
Consumer expectation is higher than ever
before, so quality food and good service
are givens. Now everything hinges on the
experience you give your customers. Food
is a need, and so it’s what we wrap around it
that elevates the experience to something
that people want and desire. This should be
a blend of physical and digital. Use digital
wisely, in ways that make your customers’
lives easier and most importantly: in ways
that complement the human engagement
at the heart of what you offer.
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“Use social media
to the best of its
abilities and you
can open in any
location”

“Starting with your
gut instinct and your
personal experience
is just fine”

3.

Stay true
and take your time
Whether you’re a multinational like KFC
or building a brand like Pizza Union,
there’s huge advantage to taking an
entrepreneurial approach. Be responsive,
be obsessive and make continual
incremental improvements to ensure
every brand touch point is brilliant.
No one in this industry can remain still so
identify what you’re good at and perfect
that before scaling up. Stay authentic and
retain integrity and customers will follow.
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“Think like an
entrepreneur,
whatever the size
of your business”

“Keep your
focus, stick
to what you’re
good at”

“Continue to
obsessively improve
everything; this job
is never done”

research on the night
Good sense research asked our audience
for the burning questions they’d like put
to the GSR online consumer panel.
In 20 minutes they had over 100 online
responses to the questions, as well as
answers from our audience on the night.
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Communication

Face to face is by far the most popular
form of restaurant communication

Session Audience:

face to face
email
through the post
social media
app
text

Online Opinion Team:

face to face
email
through the post
social media
app
text

55%
16%
12%
10%
5%
2%
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Heading Frequency
Contact

restaurants should contact
their customers once a month

Session Audience:

weekly
once a month
twice a month
once a quarter
twice a year
once a year
48

Online Opinion Team:

0%
48%
5%
33%
7%
7%
33
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weekly
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twice a year
once a year
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Festive Drinks

consumers love Festive Drinks
...our audience not so much
Session Audience:

Online Opinion Team:

41%

love festive
drinks

18%

prefer drinks
they know

21%

prefer drinks
they know
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38%

don’t like
festive drinks

71%

love festive
drinks

11%

don’t like
festive drinks

Technology

there are mixed feelings about Being
recognised through technology
Session Audience:

Online Opinion Team:

29%
dislike it

25%

are indifferent

21%
dislike it

29%

are indifferent
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Information Barrier

consumers will share preferences, the key
to creating personalised experiences
Session Audience:

Online Opinion Team:

19%

personal dates

27%
open book

10%

46%
customer

open book

preferences
are fine

27%

distrust sharing
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13%

as little
as possible

a big thank you

to all our speakers and
everyone who came along
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WE WOULD LOVE
TO HEAR FROM you
If you would like to know more about I-AM’s
branding and restaurant design services,
please get in touch.
Clare Morrison-Porter
T: +44 (0)20 7613 4114
E: claremp@i-amonline.com
W: i-amonline.com
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To find out more about Good Sense Research,
please contact their office.

T: +44 (0)12 8470 5787
E: info@goodsense-research.com
W: goodsense-research.com

